
Power your 
growth, protect 
the environment



Reduced natural resource 
consumption
4	Substrate breadth and flexibility runs many 

recycled and Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC) approved papers

4	On-board control system provides greater 
environmental independence

4	Low energy consumption 

Cleaner operation
4	Virtually no emissions, including volatile 

organic carbon compounds (VOCs);  
system may be safely operated in office-
type environments

4	High-gloss, finished sheets utilizing  
non-toxic dry ink are easily recycled

4	Operator replaceable components (ORCs) 
service model increases uptime, reducing 
service calls and associated fuel use and 
carbon emissions

4	No harmful compounds used or generated 
during manufacture, use, clean-up or 
disposal of dry inks

4	No need for a hazardous material waste 
removal process

4	No irritating or annoying odors generated

Better recycling
4	Recycled materials are used in 

manufacturing wherever feasible
4	Mainframes, accessories, and replacement 

parts are designed to be remanufactured 
or recycled

4	ORCs are recyclable and can be rotated  
for extended life 

4	System modularity enables you to  
upgrade your system on-site and  
extend its useful life

4	Containers for dry ink are recyclable
4	Printed sheets are easily de-inked, 

improving paper recycling efforts 

Good for your business, 
better for the planet

Environmental sustainability is a key priority 

at Kodak. We are committed to operating 

as a company that works to preserve the 

environment, wherever we conduct  

business or market our products and 

services around the world. 

 Dry inks are 
non-hazardous 

and ink containers  
are recyclable

Extensive operator control enables 
a high degree of color consistency, 
reducing waste

Kodak NexPress Digital Production Color Presses help protect our 
environment while producing outstanding printed materials that help  
to power your business growth. 



Reduced waste 
4	Reliable paper handling minimizes jams 

and paper waste
4	Extensive operator control helps deliver 

high color consistency, which reduces 
unacceptable prints (waste)

4	Intelligent system monitors and adjusts 
color accuracy and registration, producing 
more sellable prints and reducing waste

4	Large sheet size improves print efficiency 
and reduces paper consumption

4	Accurate front-to-back registration 
reduces waste in finishing operations

       High-gloss 
     finished sheets 
are non-toxic and  
easily recycled

ORC model reduces service calls and 
associated travel

Large sheet 
size enables 
efficient 
utilization and 
reduces waste



To learn more about solutions from Kodak:
Visit graphics.Kodak.com
Or in North America, call +1-866-563-2533.
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Organizations  
and initiatives
4	Business Round Table Society, 

Environment and Economy Initiative
4	California Climate Action Registry
4	Electronics Industry Code of Conduct 
4	Global Environmental Management 

Initiative
4	EPA Climate Leaders
4	EPA Community Action for a Renewed 

Environment (CARE) Program
4	EPA Energy Star
4	EPA National Partnership for 

Environmental Priorities
4	EPA Performance Track
4	EPA Project XL and Sustainable Futures
4	EPA WasteWi$e
4	World Resources Initiative —  

Forest Landscape Initiative

A trusted partner

For more information

Visit graphics.kodak.com/
gogreen or www.Kodak.com 
and search for “Environmental 
Sustainability”.

Recognition
4	100 Best Corporate Citizens, CRO 

Magazine
4	California Climate Action Registry 2006 

Industry Leader Award
4	Dow Jones Sustainability Index
4	FTSE 4 Good Sustainability Index
4	Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations
4	I3A Safety Excellence Award
4	EPA 2005 Sustained Excellence Award 
4	EPA Climate Action Leader since 2002
4	EPA NPEP Award

Kodak is committed to protecting  

the environment and designing 

environmentally responsible  

products like Kodak NexPress Presses. 

Together, we can make a real and 

lasting improvement on one of our most 

valuable resources — the environment.

Kodak NexPress Digital 
Production Color Presses  

help grow your business while reducing 
waste and resource consumption

Kodak is a member of a number of environmental organizations  
and has been recognized around the world as a leader in sustainable 
environmental business practices.


